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Directional Gem Matching Puzzle Game for iPhone now Free
Published on 12/26/12
UK based Codename.Co announces Directional 1.3.1, a gem matching puzzle game for the
iPhone is now a free download. Directional is a timed 'match-three' style game that
focuses on fast strategies and quick wits, the game has two challenging and exciting
modes, Classic and Expert. The objective is to clear blocks by swiping your finger in the
direction that the blocks point. Version 1.3.1 offers achievement bug fixes, readying the
app for its new 1.4 version release in January.
Birmingham, United Kingdom - Indie developer Mike Hince and founder of Codename.Co is
announcing today that his "Directional Gem Matching" Game is now Free to download on the
AppStore in the hope to attract new players and fans.
Mike Hince has thought long and hard about "just making it free" for ages, he looked at
the financial figures and the download rates and came to the decision that he would rather
have brand new players of his game than the occasional paid download. He calls this his
"AppStore Karma" and brings back the excitement of why he made the game in the first
place.
As a designer, Mike has outsourced development and quickly became obsessed with the highs
and lows of the business. He is often seen late at night checking his AppStore ranking and
replying to fans on Facebook and Twitter.
Mike has no plans to increase the price of Directional and is due to release am update
soon.
Directional 1.4 is currently in development which will see the game go Universal, it will
also see improvements to the iPhone 5 version. The biggest update in 1.4 is the "One
Swipe" mode which fans of Directional have been asking for since version 1.0. The "One
Swipe" mode will speed up the way you play the timed modes and help your scores
sky-rocket!
Directional 1.4 is penciled in for a January release. With phases such as "Intelligent"
"Brain Training" "Challenging" and "Addictive" popping up in reviews - Directional Gem
Matching Game is the perfect way to spend the holidays.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 15.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Directional - Gem Matching Game 1.3.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through
the App Store in the Games category. Mike would be happy to answer any questions or indeed
preview Directional 1.4 to the media.
Directional - Gem Matching Game 1.3.1:
http://www.codename.co/directional/
Download From iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/directional-gem-matching-game/id510756802
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LVG3AZuPMo
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Screenshot 1:
http://www.codename.co/directional/Directional_Promo_Image_1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://www.codename.co/directional/Directional_Promo_Image_2.png
App Icon:
http://www.codename.co/directional/Directional_Icon_1024px.png

Located in Warwick, United Kingdom, Codename.Co is a privately held company established by
Mike Hince. Directional was created by designer Mike Hince and released as a Codename.Co
game. Copyright (C) 2012 Codename.Co. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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